Yup, I am working on sharing with folks some of the photographic techniques I have learned over the years. I understand this may not be interesting, much less exiting, to most of you, but here it is nevertheless. We gotta’ do what we gotta’ do.

I now have three segments available

Focus Stacking, Part-1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ruemLwqrbo

Focus Stacking, Part-2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NgsB3DI-EU

Focus Stacking, Part-3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tX7B39B43ig

MacroStop.com: An Introduction to Focus Stacking, Part 3

From Macrostop.com with host Michael Erlewine, an introduction to Focus Stacking, shooting multiple layers of photos each at a different focus, producing a c...